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Public Comment #1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Johnson
Community Development PC Secretary
Housing Element Update (PC review July 14)
Sunday, July 10, 2022 6:40:08 AM

EXTERNAL

I have 3 comments.
1. Consider increasing the Business License fee for rental property to provide funds for
affordable housing.
2. The City’s ADU ordinance limits the size of detached ADUs added to existing multifamily
properties.
The size limitation is contrary to State law, and might impact certification of the Housing
Element.
3. Please consider a zoning change to allow “car free” projects.
Car-free projects would be similar to projects in the CBD which have minimal parking
requirements.
But they would differ, in that residents would be required to file evidence of vehicle nonownership.
Benefits:
- allows a greater number of units, and promotes inclusion of smaller units
- vehicle non-ownership would effectively exclude upper income residents
Car-free projects would reward a lifestyle beneficial to the community at large.
Current zoning penalizes such a lifestyle by forcing residents to pay for parking space.

Steven Johnson
steve@stevej.com
http://www.stevej.com
805-699-5364
319 W Cota, SB 93101

Public Comment #2
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Doordan
Community Development PC Secretary
Rosie Dyste
Public Comment for July 14, 2022 PC Meeting
Monday, July 11, 2022 2:19:57 PM

You don't often get email from dennis.doordan.1@nd.edu. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

July 11, 2022                          
To: Planning Commission
Fr: Dennis Doordan
RE: Draft 2023 Housing Element 2023-2031
I am writing with comments and suggestions regarding the Draft Housing Element 2023-2031
(Draft HE). I am a resident of Santa Barbara and a member of the Historic Landmarks
Commission. The preparation of the Housing Element is not a new challenge. This draft is the
6th cycle for the Housing Element, and, in addition, Santa Barbara has employed versions of
an AUD Priority Housing Overlay since 2010-11 for the purpose of encouraging the
construction of new housing units. So, this process no longer requires guess work or need be
based on predictions generated in a vacuum; there is a history, concrete experiences, and
data that we can draw upon.
I recognize how complex, difficult, and time-consuming the preparation of the Draft HE is. I
thank the City Staff and everyone involved for their serious and sustained effort.
Comments
In 2019, City Council adopted an Inclusionary Housing Requirement for the AUD Program of
10%. A review of the actual number of affordable housing units created during the previous
Housing Element cycle makes it clear that the 10% inclusionary rate is woefully inadequate to
generate enough affordable housing units to serve the local workforce.
The underlying strategy of allowing increased density in certain parts of the city to encourage
the creation of more housing units is fundamentally flawed. In the absence of any other
controls, greater density increases the value of the land and the potential return on
investment without generating enough affordable housing to service the local workforce.
While increased density is an incentive for the construction of new housing, recent history
indicates it will not make a dent in the category of affordable housing that is vital to
supporting a local workforce.
Recommendations

Increase the inclusionary rate from 10% to 25% with the following provision: The City may
consider decreasing the 25% affordable units as a percentage of the total number of units to
20% on a case by case basis where community services resulting from the project exceed
standards set forth in applicable laws and zoning codes. It is not the obligation of the City to
make private development projects “pencil out.” If, indeed, for-profit developments cannot
succeed financially with a 25%/20% inclusionary housing requirement, then the City’s
underlying strategy of providing density incentives is not viable for achieving the goal of more
affordable housing units.
The City should pursue alternative strategies (i.e. alternatives to incentivizing for-profit
development) such as increased funding for the Santa Barbara Housing Authority and support
for Community Land Trusts.
cc: Rosie Dyste, Project Planner
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BOARD OF
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July 11, 2022

Mary Turley
President

To: Planning Commission

Cathie McCammon
1st Vice President

Re: Draft 2023 Housing Element (July 14, 2022 Agenda, Item IV)

Jean Holmes
2nd Vice President

Chair Escobedo and Planning Commissioners,

Bonnie Donovan
Secretary

Allied Neighborhoods Association appreciates the opportunity to provide
comment on the Draft 2023 Housing Element (Draft HE). Our comments are
generally organized in two sections: general comments and more specific
comments (mainly to Policies and Programs).

Mary Turley
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John DeVore
Webmaster
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A. We have an Affordability crisis. Especially hard hit are our renters, who
comprise almost 60% of our residents. This is vividly shown by Figure B-24,
Renter Overpaying For Housing – Santa Barbara. Additionally, since this data
was collected, rents have continued to increase. (We observe this as we
collect rental data via advertised rental rates on Craigslist, Zillow,
Apartments.com and other sites. We have submitted some data to Planning
Commission and additional data sets to Council in letters when housing has
been on the agenda.) Our adopted 2023 Housing Element Goals state,
“Prioritize Affordable Housing” (Draft HE, pg. 90), and Fund Affordable
Housing (Draft HE, pg. 102). Affordable Housing is more important than ever.
B. Planning Commission and City Council have previously reviewed the 5th
Cycle 2015-2023 RHNA chart. It shows that construction of new housing units
is extremely lacking in Very Low, Low and Moderate Income categories. We
have tremendous need in these categories.
Our 6th Cycle allocation (Draft HE, pg. 71) shows around 37% for Above
Moderate (120%+ AMI) . Adjustments to these 6th Cycle numbers, for
Pipeline Project Units and ADUs, are shown in the Staff Report (pg. 4); doing
the math, the remaining allocation for Above Moderate is 30%. The
Quantified Objectives Table for 2023 – 2031 (Draft HE, pg. 74) shows Above
Moderate new housing units at 72% of all new construction!
From the Quantified Objective section: “The quantified objectives do not
represent a ceiling on development, but rather set a target goal for the City to
achieve based on needs, resources and constraints. The City’s best estimate of
what could actually be constructed during the 2023-2031…”
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Something is terribly wrong when this (72% of all new construction at Above Moderate) is the
“City’s best estimate” of what could actually be constructed during 2023-2031, as further
described in that section. This majority of new housing for the upper income category does not
correspond with the need we have in our community, nor our allocations. And only reinforces
that we need to focus our policies and programs for Very Low, Low and Moderate Income
housing. This will require changing from incentivizing market rate housing (mainly what we’ve
been doing) to focusing on our Very Low, Low and Moderate Income housing. Price-restricted
housing is the method to insure it’s affordable to our residents and workers. If it’s not price
restricted, it’s market rate. (Please also see pg. 3, 2nd paragraph of #4, Housing Authority
project with price-restricted Above Moderate housing in limited amount.)
C. No explanation or definition has been provided for terms “by-right approval” and “by-right
processing”. Both terms are used in the Draft HE, and “by-right processing” is used in the Staff
Report (pg. 3). HE-7 (pg. 90) uses both “by-right approval” and "by-right processing”. Without
additional explanation of these terms, it is very difficult to evaluate text where these terms are
used. We would appreciate staff explaining the terms, and application in the referenced
sections.
The Charter speaks about ABR and HLC approval. How does this work with “by-right approval”?
D. As stated in the Staff Report (pg. 4) HCD now requires Programs (rather than Possible
Implementation Actions to be Considered, as in our current Housing Element). From the
description provided, Programs appear to be commitments the City is making to HCD. An
overarching comment about the Housing Plan is, we need to be careful about the language
regarding the Program commitments we’re making, especially as most of these Programs have
not had the opportunity for more detailed explanation and public discussion. Some Programs
have many ideas listed, but these should not be commitments prior to our normal robust public
process to determine the specifics of each Program. We assume this process is not in July.
E. This HE Update process has some very compressed timeframes; the month of July is one of
these. The Housing Element Draft is 250 pages!! Only 7 days from release of Draft to the
Planning Commission deadline for written public comment, and only 5 days from release of the
Staff Report to the deadline. In addition, the one and only City Council hearing until the very
end of this process in early 2023, is also in July.
This July work is without the benefit of the Draft EIR, and the analysis of environmental
impacts. It’s our understanding the Draft EIR also includes extension of our Program EIR - from
2031 to 2035.
“Updated Draft HE”. Also in the timeline, it appears the public and decision makers will not see
the “updated” Draft HE sent to HCD. Staff Report, Next Steps says: “The Public Review Draft
2023 Housing Element is scheduled for discussion and further public input at the July 26th City
Council meeting. After the 30-day public review period closes on August 3, 2022, staff will
review and consider comments received and make revisions as necessary. The updated Draft
2023 Housing Element will then be submitted to HCD for their 90- day review.”
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After HCD review, it’s our understanding (based on a previous hearing timeline chart) that staff
will again work on revisions, as necessary, based on HCD comment, with that (revised yet again)
Draft being released in early 2023 prior to the Planning Commission hearing.
A red-lined version of the “updated” Draft sent to HCD needs to be posted online after it’s sent.
There is interest in seeing the “updated” Draft and being able to review changes made from the
“original” Draft we’re now reviewing.
Reading the “updated” Draft sent to HCD, during their 90-day period, will allow everyone to
understand the progression of the Draft Housing Element before the “revised yet again”
document comes to Planning Commission in early 2023. At that point, we’re weeks away from
Council adoption by February 15, 2023.
Specific comments (mainly on Policies and Programs):
1. Policy 8.1. Identifying new funding sources for Affordable housing is absolutely necessary.
We need to explore multiple ideas and not limit the effort to only looking at a single idea, in
case that source of funding doesn’t work out. At the kick-off of the City’s Fiscal Sustainability
Initiative (Finance Committee, June 14 meeting), we were encouraged to hear as part of the
discussion the need for permanent funding for Affordable housing.
2. HE-1: Facilitating Conversion of Nonresidential Buildings to Housing. We look forward to
specific details and discussion of an adaptive reuse program. Assume that process would be our
regular Ordinance process (Planning Commission hearing, Ordinance Committee, and adoption
by Council). We also assume this will be the process for other ordinances that come out of the
Draft HE.
3. HE-5: Objective Design Standards. We’d like to highlight the last sentence: “This program is
envisioned as an opt-in alternative for developers who are seeking a streamlined alternative to
the City’s design review process.” This feature will be important as it will allow for flexibility and
creativity in design, and all design won’t have to be by-the-book design. A beautiful design such
as the Courthouse (if it contained housing), might not be possible under these new Standards
without the option to go through design review as a non-Objective Design Standards project,
and forego the streamlined alternative and prescribed design features of the Standards. As
another example, some of architect Jeff Shelton’s forthcoming designs may not conform to
adopted Objective Design Standards; now there would be flexibility for the designer and
property owner.
4. Policy 2.4: “Pursue partnership opportunities to develop affordable housing on City-owned
sites.’ As we have stated in more than one letter, City-owned property, if considered for
housing, should only be for price-restricted or deed-restricted Affordable housing – with no
market-rate housing. Consider these sites as land banking for possible Affordable housing.
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The Housing Authority project at the Carrillo/Castillo parking lot has been presented as having a
large majority of Moderate Income Affordable housing (our understanding is housing above
Low Income makes it ineligible to use federal tax credit program(s). There is a yet unknown (to
the public) percentage of Above Moderate housing, with those rents price-restricted at below
market rate. All housing in the project will be price-restricted. We look forward to more
information as this project proceeds.
5. Policy 2.1: “Prioritize production of deed-restricted affordable housing and community
benefit land uses over all other land uses and housing types.” As written, this seems to also
prioritize non-residential community benefit projects. Is this what is intended? Does this fit
within Goal 2, which only talks about housing?
Community benefit housing. Currently, rental projects are community benefit housing (just
because they are housing, no matter how expensive the rents). As Ms. Brooke stated earlier
this year, previously it had been decades since construction of rental units – but now, this is not
the case. It seemed to be left open, that maybe we need to revisit this. Yes, we need to revisit
this topic and have that discussion - whether market-rate rental projects should receive the
perks of community benefit housing projects. Goal 2 is about prioritizing Affordable housing.
6. HE-15: Short-Term Vacation Rental/Hotel Ordinance. “The City will monitor the proliferation
of legal and non-legal short term vacation rentals and fractional ownership projects in
residential zones and will review zone districts that allow both hotel and residential use. The City
will amend the Zoning Ordinance to further regulate legal short term vacation rentals and to
rezone some areas of the City that allow both residential and hotel use, with the aim of
increasing multi-unit residential development, reducing conversion of residential uses to hotel
uses, reducing the development of new hotels, and incentivizing residential development over
hotel development.” We strongly agree with this statement.
Looking at these zoning changes is an additional tool in the toolbox. There is a large percentage
of high- and highest-density housing zoning that is also zoned for hotels. We need to have a
discussion about cutting back some hotel zoning in some Title 30 Inland areas (non-Coastal
Zone).
There were two Council hearings last month on an Interim Urgency Hotel Ordinance. In staff
materials for both hearings, it said development of new hotel rooms can frustrate the approved
Housing Element Goals in several ways. Our comment letters included that hotel development
competes with housing where zoning is for both. Average room rates are higher than prepandemic, as reported by the Finance Department monthly TOT reports. Information released
the last full week of May 2022 stated “…daily hotel rates are 51% higher than April 2019…”
(pre-pandemic). Economics for hotels look attractive!
Our current 2015 Housing Element (pg. 53) identified Short-Term Vacation Rentals in the
Housing Challenges section.
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7. HE-7: Affordable Housing Overlay. We are interested in learning more about the concept of
an Affordable Housing Overlay.
The second paragraph reads mainly like a list of ideas. “The AH Overlay incentives would be
applicable for projects that substantially exceed the percentage of affordable units that would
otherwise be required under inclusionary housing or local and state density bonus programs. AH
Overlay projects will be provided incentives such as higher density, increased allowable height,
lower parking requirements, by-right approval, objective design standards, streamlined
permitting, deferral or reduction of permit fees, etc.”
Substantially is a very subjective term and will need to be discussed and defined. The above
“provided incentives” read like a list of ideas which need further development of concept
specifics, discussion, considered together – and our normal public ordinance process. We are
concerned that “provided incentives” expressed here are not considered commitments by HCD
at this time.
Thank you for consideration of our comments.
Sincerely,
Allied Neighborhoods Association
Cc: Allison DeBusk
Rosie Dyste
Daniel Gullett
Renee Brooke
Elias Isaacson
Tava Ostrenger
Ariel Calonne
Rebecca Bjork
Mayor and City Council
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Public Comment #4

Cars Are Basic

TM

Estab. 1998
12 July 2022
City of Santa Barbara Planning Commission
Re: Draft Housing Plan 2033
Cars Are Basic, Inc. urges the Planning Commission to consider the following regarding the
Draft Housing Plan.
1) Any and all Housing Plans need to have adequate auto storage (aka garages) for off street
parking. One parking place per bedroom in today's society is not adequate. Needed on-street
parking is an absolute necessity for business health.
2) Any and all Housing Plans need to have adequate Street Planning that includes "Emergency
Response." Safety personnel response - Evacuation from disaster - etc. Street narrowing and
corner Bulbouts (street extensions) interfere with multiple response, turns by large
vehicles. Planning for "least use" is a fool’s course. One major earthquake or "Sycamore
Canyon Fire" episode is the wakeup call. CAB found the concerns openly spoken by the Police,
Fire, and AMR just about the problems closing of State Street very serious.
3) As has been fully experienced bikes, walking, and bus use ”alternatives” has failed for
decades. (Bike plan 2016 to now, decades of MTD failed ridership including shuttles, and
walking).
4) Density Plans driven by SB-9 and RHNA are, and have been destroying local planning based
upon available land and natural resources. Density above and beyond these resources create long
term erosion of quality of life, increases crime, and/or lack of pride of ownership/rental. High
density in San Francisco, Baltimore, Detroit, and other locations prove this failure long
term. The short of it is, unless fought, the above State Driven Plans will destroy ALL local
zoning and planning in the State.
The Planning Commission has the right and ability to advise the Council to join in, and resist, the
worst of the above-mentioned State Mandates. There is an active move by a number of cities in
the State to sue the State over SB-9 and return to local control and zoning. The same can be
done with RHNA.
CAB urges the PC to look at neighborhoods that have increasing density without street
capacity, or proper off-street storage of autos/trucks. A quote from a lower east side resident
who works in the trades: "They are taking our streets from us." A review of the west side

community and portions of the Mesa are examples of bad transportation planning (parking, bike
paths that have been ineffectual, and walking alternatives in place for years). Look at
communities outside of the city where this is a problem. The Commission will see increased
crime and anti-social attitudes. The claim of "work force housing" needs, is full of pitfalls. This
has been a political ploy for decades.
CAB points the Commission to the previous Santa Barbara County Association of Governments
(SBCAG) study, stating - to make "alternative" transportation viable, the population in the entire
south county would have to increase 100%. Increasing the population of Santa Barbara
alone (close to 400 thousand) will destroy the congeniality of the city and reason for people to
a) live here and b) visit (tourist trade). The joke of providing Isolated "Historic Landmarks"
scattered around the city to save Santa Barbara, is not what Pearl Chase envisioned.
Your attention to this comment on the Draft 2033 Housing Element.
(ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE)

Scott Wenz
President, CAB

CC: CAB Board

Public Comment #5
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stanley Tzankov
Randy Rowse; Kristen Sneddon; Oscar Gutierrez; Mike Jordan; Meagan Harmon; Alejandra Gutierrez; Eric
Friedman; Community Development PC Secretary
Adopt a Housing Element Update that Builds Enough Quality Housing that"s Affordable without Displacement &
Protects Tenants
Tuesday, July 12, 2022 1:04:08 PM

EXTERNAL
Members of the City Council & Planning Commission ~
I urge you to adopt a Housing Element Update that sets our city and region on the path to build
adequate amounts of housing stock that's affordable without causing displacement--one that centers
equity at its core and protects tenants. This is vital for people and planet here in our City and Region.
In my community involvement, in part as cofounder of the Santa Barbara Tenants Union, and lived
experience as a renter here, I see what some of you know quite well-people in our City are increasingly facing the struggles of an unacceptably low vacancy rate, skyrocketing
rent, and immense pressures undercutting habitability. This means our neighbors--particularly the
working class, people of color, immigrants, and other communities facing structural inequities--are forced
to move away, put up with unacceptable housing conditions, or log more and more daily vehicle miles
traveled. This Housing Element Update is a key opportunity to help set us on the path to a more vibrant,
diverse, and sustainable regional economy and better quality of life for all.
Among the policy considerations I hope you'll consider seriously:
We need to make sure the definitions of levels of affordability in the Housing Element reflect the
realities of people's budgets, which they fail to currently.
We need a concrete plan to build significantly more housing that's truly affordable, including the
creation of sensible and bold funding and financing streams for affordable housing construction.
We need to be mindful of and integrate tenant protections in the Housing Element.
We need a much more robust community input process that meaningfully and proactively engages
workers, renters, and families who are struggling to make their way forward in Santa Barbara.
Stanley Tzankov
530-219-1348

Public Comment #6
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Flacks
Community Development PC Secretary
SBCAN WRITTEN COMMENTS ON DRAFT HOUSING ELEMENT
Tuesday, July 12, 2022 1:50:38 PM

You don't often get email from rflacks@me.com. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

July 12, 2022
Dear Chair Escobedo and planning commissioners:
SBCAN appreciates the opportunity to participate in the housing element process.
We’re supportive of the language and spirit of Goal 2: - “Prioritize Affordable
Housing: Prioritize housing that is affordable to the workforce and vulnerable
communities, by the use of deed restrictions and other measures, over other types of
development, with special emphasis on housing that meets the needs of extremely
low, very low, low, moderate, and middle income, and special needs households”
. We believe the HE needs to be more explicit in defining the concrete objectives this
goal seeks to achieve, and in spelling out some specific policies that will enable
these objectives.
RHNA target numbers offer a concrete way to define the housing needs of our
community. And they show the gap between the need and the housing supply that
existing modes of development can provide. RHNA target for the city is 8000 units
over the next decade. The current draft housing element draft estimates that some
3300 market and below market units can be actually built based on a realistic
assessment of the resources available in the coming time period.
We need to set our sights higher. The HE makes clear that the needs for affordable
housing are far more urgent than the figure cited. The HE should incorporate specific
policy ideas that can help the community raise its housing sights. In particular, the city
needs to consider specific ways to create a reliable revenue stream that will enable
the Housing Authority of Santa Barbara and other non-profit entities to increase
affordable housing production.
Such a package, earmarked for affordable housing, could include;
<!--[if !supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->An increase of bed tax rates (Santa
Barbara city bed tax is lower than comparable communities. An increase to
15% from 13% would bring the city in line with other communities’ TOT.
This should be proposed as a specific tax for support of affordable housing.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->b. <!--[endif]-->A ‘deed transfer’ tax aimed at high-end
property sales (many California cities have been instituting a version of this)
<!--[if !supportLists]-->c. <!--[endif]-->A ‘vacant homes’ tax on vacant

residences (and commercial space?) and possibly aimed at vacation rental
uses of residential property
There are probably additional taxation measures, that could be aimed at taxing
practices that raise housing costs or in other ways affect the affordability or availability
of needed housing. We and other local organizations are presently discussing support
of a grassroots effort to create a ballot initiative along these lines. Such a strategy to
hopefully restore the affordable housing revenue source that was lost when
Redevelopment agencies were abolished should be suggested in the HE discussion
of ‘goal 2”.
But even if this effort succeeds, it will be several years before this funding becomes
available. In the meantime, the HE should point out several ways the city could
immediately begin creating an affordable housing revenue stream:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->Allocate a portion of the annual bed
tax revenue to the SB Housing Authority and other nonprofits to initiate
a regularized financial resource for social housing (pending passage of
the proposed TOT rate increase)
<!--[if !supportLists]-->b. <!--[endif]-->Explore the investment of city
reserve funds in housing development to strengthen the social housing
funding stream.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->c. <!--[endif]-->Encourage formation of a housing
land trust to enable the banking of land for social housing
<!--[if !supportLists]-->d. <!--[endif]-->Implement ideas already mentioned
in the HE: encourage ADU development earmarked for affordability,
provide tenant ‘first right of refusal” when rental property is for sale.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->e. <!--[endif]-->Finally—and crucially—the HE
should suggest that the city adopt a rent stabilization ordinance
as a necessary immediate measure in the face of inflation. Along
with an annual anti-inflationary cap on rents, the city should be
urged to establish a rental property registry as a necessary tool
for managing the cost and habitability of rentga housing.
Thanks to you all for your labors on behalf of our community,
Richard Flacks,
Co-chair
Santa Barbara County Action Network (SBCAN)

Public Comment #7

July 12, 2022
City of Santa Barbara
Planning Commission
RE: INITIAL COMMENTS ON DRAFT HOUSING ELEMENT UPDATE
Dear Commissioners:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Housing Element Update (HEU) that was
released five days ago. None of us has had much time to review this 250-page document, therefore the
following comments are based on my initial perusal of the HEU and the proposed goals, policies and
programs.
General comments and observations:
1. How is “affordable” defined? The most important point of the HEU is to provide housing for
lower and moderate-income groups where there is the greatest need. Providing higher income
housing helps overall, but we’re trying to address the affordability crisis. While I appreciate that
there is a listing of all acronyms and abbreviations on page vi, I did not find a glossary or a list of
definitions. This is really important as my definition of “affordable,” for example, may be
different than the Housing and Community Development Department’s, the Planning
Commission’s, the Council’s or staff’s definition. In my experience, the word is used for units
that are from extremely low through moderate income households (i.e., up to 120% of AMI).
These units also need to be deed-restricted so they serve the intended families or are owned by
the Housing Authority. Because this important term is not defined, it makes it difficult to
evaluate the proposed goals, policies and programs in terms of their likely effectiveness. I
suggest that the word be capitalized (Affordable) when the units are deed-restricted or have
another legal mechanism to insure they will be rented or sold to the target income group.
2. Need for most up-to-date data – I am aware that there is a lot of data available through 2020,
though the latest year for which data is presented is 2019, three years ago. Even 2020 data is
two years old and, as we all know, Covid and other factors have changed the housing market
significantly since 2020. The most recent data should be used throughout the HEU.
3. Need for comparative data - Some tables and charts (e.g., Table 10 on p. 17, Housing Unit
Types) include data from 2010 as compared to 2019, which is helpful as it shows changes over
time. However, in some crucial instances, stand-alone data for 2019 is provided without any
comparison. Two examples of this lack of comparison are on p. 18 in Tables 11 and 12 that
address Occupancy Status and Type of Vacancy respectively. The pandemic has changed
working and vacationing patterns and there are fewer units available for rent due to people
buying second (or third) homes, fractional ownership homes, remote workers moving to Santa
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Barbara, etc. If these two tables included 2010 data as compared to 2019, we would all see the
trends and could revise the programs accordingly.
4. Survey results and “Affordability” of Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) – I think everyone would
agree that the ADU program has resulted in a lot of small units in the last few years, which is
laudable. In terms of the HEU analysis and Appendix D, staff did a voluntary survey of all ADUs
that have been permitted and built with a 16.3% response rate, which is very low. This limited
data (from a non-scientific study) was used to guestimate affordability of all ADUs in the City
and extrapolate out to 2031. I couldn’t readily find information about how many of those units
were truly low income, i.e., with some sort of legal mechanism to keep rents low. I also
understand that if an ADU is used by a family member, say a child home from college for the
summer, that unit is considered low income as the rent is low or non-existent. If that home and
ADU were sold, that ADU could be rented for more than $2,000, thereby rendering it an abovemoderate unit. It comes down to how “affordable” is defined and are a good percentage of
ADUs truly affordable under that definition?
5. Proposed programs need to have “active” verbs, not passive – If we are going to make a dent
in our housing shortage, particularly for lower income households, we need to take action in the
next decade. Too many of the proposed programs don’t do that. For example, Program HE-8 on
p. 91 is titled, “Inclusionary Housing Ordinance Evaluation.” How does evaluating an ordinance
change anything? The ordinance should be evaluated and amended to advance specific goals of
the HEU. I suggest that every program be reviewed through the lens of whether it is clear what
action will occur beyond studying the problem it seeks to solve.
6. Time frame for programs is mostly “pending public review” – I question how decision-makers,
the public or HCD can assess the effectiveness of programs when we’re not given any inkling of
when they would be implemented. I understand the tight timeline to submit the HEU, but there
are only two public hearings (PC on July 14th and Council on July 26th) prior to staff revising the
document and sending it off to HCD, but no one will know what the timing of most programs
will be. The public needs an opportunity to weigh in on timing of programs so that the
Commission and Council hear our input and can advise staff on how to revise the HEU.
7. Historic resources and Appendix F, Suitable Sites Inventory – In estimating potential buildout of
residential units, sites with environmental or other constraints were removed from
consideration. On p. 69, Historic Resources are mentioned as a constraint, specifically
designated Landmarks and Structures of Merit, which is appropriate. However, with the
adoption of the updated Historic Resources Ordinance two years ago, properties placed on the
Historic Resources Inventory and potential Historic Resources Districts are also afforded similar
protection as Landmarks and Structures of Merit in the review process. Consideration should be
given to whether these properties should be included on the Suitable Sites Inventory. If they are
included, the adaptive reuse policies and programs should be strengthened to protect the
integrity of these resources while also providing needed housing.
Specific comments on proposed goals, policies and programs:
8. Goal 1 (Create New Housing), Policy 1.8 – This policy speaks to multi-unit housing densities and
standards to allow for a variety of affordability levels. Given the City’s track record on providing
many units for above-moderate and higher income levels, we collectively have not done a good
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job on providing units for low and moderate-income groups. If we’re going to allow flexibility in
densities and standards for new units, most if not all of those units should be in the low to
moderate-income range.
9. Program HE-3 (Amend Zoning Ordinance) to promote Lower and Moderate-Income Housing as
a “community benefit” – As noted in #8, the City has built many above-moderate income units
through the AUD and other programs, with relaxed standards to promote more units. Given
how these flexible standards have resulted in very few units that are available to lower and
moderate-income groups, we need to give meaningful priority and preferences to those
targeted groups. One way to do that would be to change the definition of “community benefit”
to clarify that it only applies to lower to moderate-income housing, not above moderate and
higher. I believe this would necessitate an amendment to the AUD ordinance which is one of
the recommendations of the plan.
10. Goal 2 (Prioritize Affordable Housing) and policies – I recommend these policies have a specific
target or range of units that will hopefully be built to serve lower and moderate-income
households. Policy HE-10 is titled “Track No Net Loss” which is a good idea, but there needs to
be some action that happens as tracking doesn’t do anything unless there is follow-up action.
My recollection is that the Commission and Council wanted preference for Affordable housing to
go to people already living in Santa Barbara and employees that commute in from Ventura or
North County. This does not appear to be in the HEU.
11. Goal 4, HE-15 (Short-term Vacation Rentals/Hotel Ordinance), Goal 5 (Preserve Housing) and
Policy 8.1 re new funding sources – One of the best ways to provide housing is to fully utilize
what has already been built. Short-term rentals are another form of a hotel and they take units
off the market. The same applies to homes that are not primary residences, i.e., vacation or
second homes. I suggest the programs under these Goals be expanded to the effect of, “Adopt
an ordinance that imposes a vacancy or similar tax on homes that are not occupied at least half
the year.” The funds raised could be used by the Housing Authority and non-profit groups to
reduce the per unit cost of truly Affordable housing. Goal 5 and its policies and programs should
have stronger language re adaptive reuse, particularly of older and historic structures.
I look forward to hearing the Planning Commission’s comments on the issues I raise in this letter plus
those that have been submitted by the public and other interest groups.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Patricia Saley, AICP

Cc:

Elias Isaacson
Renee Brooke
Daniel Gullett
Rosie Dyste
Mayor and City Council
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Public Comment #8

July 12, 2022
Re: Preliminary Comments on the Draft Housing Element, July 14, 2022
Dear Chair Escobedo and Planning Commissioners,
The League of Women Voters of Santa Barbara is pleased to have an opportunity to comment on the
draft of the City’s Cycle 6 Housing Element. The addition of Goal 2, stating a priority for affordable
housing units that are deed restricted, and Goal 8, which focuses on funding sources, are major
improvements compared to Cycle 5 and demonstrate a commitment to addressing the City’s dire
affordable housing crisis.
The Quantified Objectives (p. 74), however, appear to be based on previous failed policies or perhaps a
lack of appreciation for the magnitude of the current needs for our local residents and workers. Charts 1
and 2 below illustrate that we will not rectify the housing production inequality witnessed in the 5th cycle
or show any good faith effort to make affordable housing a priority in the 6th cycle if the quantifiable
objectives reflect our satisfaction with the status quo.
We request that the Quantified Objectives be revised upward to show a commitment to deed
restricted Capital A Affordable Housing and confidence in the newly identified programs. After
studying the RHNA methodology last summer (see Chart 3), the LWVSB adopted the use of the state’s
numbers, as reviewed by SBCAG, as a reasonable target for the lower income groups. In presentations
throughout the year, we were told that the City’s Cycle 6 RHNA target was 5000 units for the very low,
low and moderate income households (62% of the total 8001). Now the Quantifiable Objectives “target
goal” for the more affordable units is just 839 or 28% of a much lower target. We understand that goals
may not be achieved because of environmental, financial and other constraints but we should at least
make a meaningful effort to increase very low, low and moderate housing.
Further, the reliance on ADUs to meet the majority of very low and low income units is misplaced and
overoptimistic. The use of an ADU for a lower income senior or a college student would need to
be tracked and should not be counted for RHNA very low to moderate income units unless there
is a restricted deed or other enforcement mechanism.
HE-2 (under Goal 1): La Cumbre Plaza Specific Plan could include “consideration of Arroyo Burro
Creek, public open space, multi-modal circulation, utilities, topography, and increased height limits,” but
no mention of affordable housing (which was included in the description of that same item in the Cycle 5
HE). The Specific Plan for La Cumbre Plaza needs a creative vision and a chance to leverage that site
for a significant amount of affordable housing. This should occur with a robust community input
visioning process that includes workers and renters who are the most impacted by escalating rents (see
Charts 4 and 5). Stakeholders could explore new innovative models of housing developments (under
Goal 1 - HE-6) and community investment models. A large parcel like La Cumbre could be ideal for cohousing for purchase developments or limited equity cooperatives for all family types.

The two programs HE-7 “Affordable Housing Overlay” and HE-8 “Inclusionary Housing Evaluation”
are confusing and need work. We will have more to say when we complete our examination of the
opportunities for the local and state bonus programs to work together for a maximum result, but we
believe that the minimum percent for the AHO should fall between 50 and 100% for the low or
very low incomes. Our recommended requirements to get the maximum incentives such as taller
buildings and City owned land will also require a very high percentage of the units to be for very low to
moderate incomes.
As mentioned above and highlighted in Charts 4 and 5, we need to hear more from the less housing
secure part of the community. In a city with few vacancies and 59% renters there are thousands of
residents without housing security. The efforts to reach them during the HEU process have fallen short.
The renters we heard from that attended the in-person event on June 22 were disappointed that there
was no chance to have meaningful conversations. And many others have work or family commitments
that prevent them from showing up at 4pm.
We recommend that the City meet with groups like the SB Tenants Union, CAUSE, young parents, grad
students, etc. at a time convenient to them to initiate two-way conversations and workshops. Goal 4 Promote Housing Stability and Goal 6 - Engage the Community appear to be one way
communication efforts to get info distributed to tenants. We believe that an effort to engage renters to
hear about their needs and to help find housing solutions that are affordable and appropriate for them
would be a valuable use of resources.
Goal 8 - We need a realistic funding source and timeline for the provision of very low and low income
units. This is critical to making progress in meeting RHNA. We request that the City commit to a
short-term funding source before a tax initiative can pass as well as a contingency funding
source in the event that various tax options are not approved by the voters.
Finally, we request that a Glossary of Terms be included at the end and throughout the HEU document
to aid in the understanding and intention of the policies and programs that use them. In particular, the
public should know the meaning of the following when used for City purposes: ‘Middle Income’, ‘Above
Moderate Income’, ‘Upper Middle Income’, ‘Workforce’, ‘Downtown Workforce’, and ‘Community
Benefit’.
Thank you for your attention. We look forward to working with you and others to have a future Santa
Barbara that can accommodate a diverse population with increased housing stability.
Sincerely

Vicki Allen
VP Communication, for the League of Women Voters of Santa Barbara
Attachment of Charts

Chart 1

Source: SBCAG Final RHNA Plan 6th Cycle, p.2

Chart 2

Chart 3

SBCAG 6th Cycle Regional RHNA Methodology

Source: SBCAG, Power Point, 2021.

Source: SBCAG, 2021

Chart 4

59% or 22,178 Households in City of Santa Barbara are
Renter Occupied

Source: City of Santa Barbara: ACS 2020, Census Reporter.
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Public Comment #9
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Burns
Santa Barbara Design Standards; Community Development PC Secretary
Housing Element review draft Policy HE-9 Evaluate City-Owned Sites
Tuesday, July 12, 2022 4:35:38 PM

You don't often get email from lisaknoxburns@gmail.com. Learn why this is important
Some people who received this message don't often get email from lisaknoxburns@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

Please include potential use of the city's downtown surface parking lots as a source of land
that the City Housing Authority could use to build rent-subsidized units in the airspace above
& around existing surface parking. Dr. Gregory Morrow at the UC Berkeley Urban Housing
Symposium (October 23,2019) specifically addressed how conversion of parking to housing,
increases the tax base while adding aesthetic character to downtown. See the discussion at
minutes 39 through 52.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWDcjVHMaVo&t=15s
The most relevant surface parking lots to include in the Housing Element at this time, would
be parking lots 3, 4 & 5 since they relate to the State Street Advisory Committee's work on
housing, building massing & scale.
Downtown Parking Lot 3
APN 039-281-41
1.53 acres
Downtown Parking Lot 4
APN 039-231-034
1.15 acres
Downtown Parking Lot 5
APN 039-181-19
1.70 acres
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments, on the Draft Housing Element,
Lisa Knox Burns
2319 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Public Comment #10
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maria Cincotta
Community Development PC Secretary
support for affordable housing in SB
Tuesday, July 12, 2022 4:49:47 PM

You don't often get email from mariaanncincotta@yahoo.com. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

Dear Community Development PC Secretary,
I just want to voice my support for a Housing Element Update that includes the creation of
adequate amounts of housing that's truly affordable without causing displacement. Santa
Barbara is a special place, but it won’t stay that way if it becomes only accessible to the rich.
Let’s make this town a town that is truly for everyone by ensuring affordable housing
opportunities for those who need it. Please do your part to stop the rapid displacement of
citizens who can’t afford constant rent hikes that are neither commiserate with regular local
salaries nor with the rate of inflation. Thank you for taking this into consideration.
Sincerely,
Maria Cincotta
1127 1/2. E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara CA 93103

Public Comment #11

Tuesday, July 12, 2022
Dear Chair Escobedo and Planning Commissioners,
Thank you for this opportunity to weigh in preliminarily on the 2023 Draft Housing Element
Update (HEU) before you on Thursday. This report clearly represents a tremendous amount of
work and I am grateful to the Planning Commission Work Group and City staff for their time
spent researching, writing and carefully considering a wide-range of complex policies and
programs.
In my first quick pass through the draft report, I realized that there is some confusion
surrounding the accountability and outcome measurement system for meeting our
affordable housing needs. In fairness to the City, this situation appears to be exacerbated by
the state’s contradictory legal requirements and purposes for Regional Housing Needs
Allocation (RHNA) data and other data it must include in the HEU draft. This problem becomes
readily apparent when discussing the two following issues:
1) The Quantifiable Objectives section draws into question the City’s prioritization of
affordable housing and urgency in finding a funding source.
Like many others in the community, I was pleased to see the City Council adopt Goal 2 and
Goal 8 which prioritizes funding and making real progress towards the production of
deed-restricted affordable housing. Contrary to the spirit behind these goals, however, are the
City’s adjusted realistic expectations, or “Quantified Objectives,” for the 6h Cycle. While I
understand that the state requires local jurisdictions to include this data in their Housing
Elements, these objectives send a mixed message about our City’s true desired outcomes.

Chart 1

* General Plan Annual Progress Report 2021, p. 3-2
** SBCAG Final RHNA Plan 6th Cycle, p.2;
*** 2023 HEU Draft, p. 74

As shown in Chart 1 above, both the actual housing production numbers for Cycle 5 and
anticipated housing production numbers for Cycle 6, fall far below our RHNA housing needs
(except for in the above moderate/market rate income category). While overall housing units are
anticipated to double in the 6th cycle (see discussion on ADUs below), the Quantified
Objectives do not close the sizable gap between affordable housing (below 120% AMI) and
market rate housing (above 120% AMI) production.
What is unclear from the narrative is whether the objectives reflect a continuation of the status
quo or actual perceived constraints in implementing the many initiatives outlined in the plan.
For example, Goal 8 and HE-25 outline many promising affordable housing funding strategies
but given these scaled-down housing production targets, does the City feel the same level of
urgency to find a funding source for affordable housing? In fact, the draft actually states these
less ambitious Quantified Objectives are based on budget realities:
For extremely low, very low, low and moderate income, the estimate is based on past
performance, current regulations, and budget assumptions from affordable housing
subsidy sources (emphasis added, p.74)
Recommendation: Add more language on how Quantified Objectives were derived and
calculated (see ADU discussion below). Also clarify the feasibility assumptions that the City has
about funding affordable housing. If the City doesn’t place a high probability on such funding
initiatives happening, then the draft should be transparent about their anticipated shortfall in
funding and what the implications and solutions are regarding affordable housing production
goals.
2) The recategorization of Accessory Dwelling Units (ADU’s) as “affordable”
compromises the validity and accuracy of our RHNA data.
Since the state’s ADU law passed in 2017, ADU’s have become increasingly popular. In fact, as
of last year, the number of units and applications for ADUs surpassed those of the Average Unit
Density (AUD) Program (City of Santa Barbara, Annual Progress Report, 2021. pp. 3-4). The
problem, however, is that ADU’s have, until recently, been viewed as unaffordable and
categorized as “above moderate,” because they were rented at the market rate.
Earlier this year, the City wanted to verify if any ADU rent prices were naturally affordable/fell
below the market rate and surveyed 349 ADU owners. Fifty-seven (57) or 16% of all people
surveyed responded (Appendix D, Draft 2023 HEU Report). The rental price data collected was
used to project how many ADUs in the Quantified Objectives would fall into the very low, low
and moderate level in the next 6th cycle. As the pie chart below shows, only 40% of the
respondents rent ADUs, so does that mean this rental income data was informed by only 23
respondents?

Also problematic, the City decided to categorize any units that are rented to relatives or a
caretaker for free (which is 14% of the ADU’s surveyed) as “very low income.” Such a
designation can only be viewed as temporary. That’s because an owner could sell the

Chart 2.

property, decide to rent it at a market rate, or take it off the market altogether to use as a guest
house. Moreover, not everyone that is living in an ADU for free is very low income. If it were
deed-restricted housing in perpetuity, such as those built by the Housing Authority, an
application with proof of income would be required. Finally, 47% of ADU owners don’t rent or let
someone live in their ADU for free – so how does that get counted?

Chart 3.

All of this should cast serious doubt on the validity of the Quantified Objective projections of
units, especially the numbers in very low income categories where ADUs rented for free were
counted. The third data column in Chart 3 above shows the number of ADUs that were used in
the Quantified Objectives calculations and the last column shows what the City expects to

achieve, if ADU’s were subtracted and kept in the Above Moderate income category. As you can
see from this chart, ADU’s artificially inflated the Quantified Objectives for affordable housing,
especially at the very low income level, and are based on what appears to be only 23 survey
responses. That last column also shows a far worse housing production percentage for
affordable housing than for the 5th cycle.
For all those reasons, I don’t support allowing ADU’s to count towards meeting our City’s RHNA
housing production numbers when we submit the General Plan Implementation Annual
Progress Reports to the state. I don’t think it would accurately reflect the type of affordable
housing we really need in this community, given our unceasing high market rates and high
demand. We should continue to strive to build Capital A, deed-restricted affordable housing.
Recommendation: Given the low response rate on the survey, I’d present Quantified
Objectives with and without the ADU’s factored in as moderate income and below categories. I
do not support allowing ADUs rented for free to count as “very low income” until a more carefully
thought out tracking system under HE-11 under Goal 2 is piloted and shown to work. I would
recommend that we establish what the cost of such a system would be, how frequently would
the City check in with ADU owners to see if the rental status has changed, and see if
participation rates in providing such information yield higher response rates than this past
survey. Finally, if we really want to count ADU’s as equivalent to deed-restricted affordable
housing then we should put in place a subsidy incentive program to encourage property owners
to build deed-restricted ADUs.
Again these two issues matter because if we can’t measure accurately and hold ourselves
accountable for our progress towards meeting our affordable housing production goals,
whatever those may be, then we’re really flying blind and not serious about resolving our
affordable housing crisis.
I hope to submit more detailed comments on the entire draft HEU prior to the City Council
meeting on July 26th.
Respectfully yours,
Lisa Carlos
Resident

Public Comment #12
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

AB
Randy Rowse; Kristen Sneddon; Oscar Gutierrez; Mike Jordan; Meagan Harmon; Alejandra Gutierrez; Eric
Friedman; Community Development PC Secretary
Support rent control and a Affordable housing
Tuesday, July 12, 2022 11:10:42 PM

You don't often get email from aballiet@uwalumni.com. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

Dear Housing Crisis Task Force,
I was evicted last month because my landlord wanted to turn my duplex into a
short-term rental. For 6 weeks, I was stressed and miserable, desperately trying
to find a new place to live. I developed lingering health problems from the stress
of this uncertain time.
I am now paying $1,100 more a month than I was paying last month. Next year,
my new landlord can raise my rent another $370, which means that I will be
paying $4,070 for a 2-bedroom. Until now, I was "only" paying $2,345. This
kind of rent increase is wrong and totally absurd. No one can afford to pay these
rent increases!
I would like to voice my support for a Housing Element Update that includes
the creation of adequate amounts of housing that's truly affordable without
causing displacement. I also want to support rent control - a 2% cap on rent
increases for the city of Santa Barbara.
Please pass rent control so that working-class and lower-middle class people can
afford to stay in Santa Barbara.
Thank you.
Kind regards,
Ames Balliet

Public Comment #13
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve
Community Development PC Secretary
7/14/22 PC Agenda Dicussion Item IV. Draft Housing Element - Public Comment
Wednesday, July 13, 2022 6:29:38 AM

EXTERNAL

Chair Escobdeo and Commissioners,
I realize the PC and subsequently the Council are acting on Housing Element policies that will result in future
actions. I encourage City staff and decision makers to prioritize the work efforts and actions needed to implement
Housing Element policies.
I support Policy HE-8 Inclusionary Housing Evaluation. I emphasize evaluation, in that whether Inclusionary
requirements are actually helping or hindering housing development should be evaluated.
I very strongly support HE-15 Short Term Rental/Hotel Ordinance (continue to limit short-term rentals, address
fractional housing, incentivize housing over hotels, etc.).
I also support:
        HE-1 Facilitate Conversion of Nonresidential Buildings to Housing
        HE-2 La Cumbre Plaza Specific Plan (don’t let La Cumbre Plaza redevelopment turn into a creek setback
stalemate).
        HE-3 Amend the Zoning Ordinance to Streamline the Design Review Process
        HE-5 Objective Design Standards
        HE-25 Affordable Housing Funding (consider a vacancy tax or similar)
If per Policy HE-7 an Affordable Housing Overlay is pursued, the entitlement process has to be significantly
simplified in that overlay.
We need to decide if we really want to build housing. If so, and we are going to continue to require Inclusionary
units, the entitlement process should be generally ministerial for those projects. Entitlement process risk and length
need to be drastically reduced to encourage projects subject to Inclusionary requirements. Or, eliminate the
inclusionary requirement, eliminate density restrictions, implement FAR or very objective design guidelines, and put
in place local preference requirements or a tax scheme that will disincentivize second home/weekend getaway
buyers. Eliminate the risk for housing to be built for people with local jobs and responsibilities.
Strip away the minutiae.
Sincerely,
Steve Fort
816 Grove Lane

Public Comment #14
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gavin spencer
Randy Rowse; Oscar Gutierrez; Mike Jordan; Meagan Harmon; efriedman@santabarbara.gov; Community
Development PC Secretary; Alejandra Gutierrez; kneddon@santabarbaraca.gov
Planning Commission Meeting 7/14
Wednesday, July 13, 2022 9:41:39 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from gavinchandler7@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important
Some people who received this message don't often get email from gavinchandler7@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important
Some people who received this message don't often get email from gavinchandler7@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important
Some people who received this message don't often get email from gavinchandler7@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important
Some people who received this message don't often get email from gavinchandler7@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

Hello Mayor and Council Members,
I write this email to voice my robust support for a housing element update. I feel this is a
crucial component in addressing the affordability and ongoing housing crisis in town. We
desperately need a higher stock of affordable housing options in town to support the service
class and elderly.
We are only hurting our community and the planet as more people are forced to move further
away from town and commute from either Oxnard or up north in Santa Maria. As the number
of people are displaced the longer people are required to commute resulting in a
subsequent increase of greenhouse gas emissions. We must see housing justice as an
intertwined issue with the climate crisis. We should act boldly and recognize the
community benefit and ecological benefit that local housing provides.
I urge you to look objectively into the issue and support a housing element update.
Thank you,
Gavin Spencer

Public Comment #15

A. Barry Cappello

July 13, 2022

Via Email Only

City of Santa Barbara Planning Commission
c/o Planning Commission Secretary
PCSecretary@SantaBarbaraCA.gov
Re: AUD Development – Haley Street Corridor
Dear Chair Escobedo and Commissioners:
We write on behalf of our client, Platform SB LLC (“Platform SB”), who owns and
operates the multi-unit commercial development at 126 East Haley Street. We are extremely
concerned that developers are using the current AUD regulations and State laws as a license to
build the maximum possible size building from lot line to lot line, with no on-site parking, and
without regard to the impact on neighboring properties.
While that is not unexpected, our recent experience is that certain members of the
Architectural Board of Review (“ABR”), apparently based on advice from the City, are operating
under a mistaken belief that the ABR is precluded from even considering factors such as
building height, setbacks or the lack of parking, when assessing the neighborhood compatibility
of proposed AUD developments.
For example, on May 31, 2022, the 425 Santa Barbara Street project came before the
ABR for design approval. After the project presentation had concluded, Chair Moore
commented that the City Council “has directed the allowable density and lack of parking, so that
is not within the ABR’s purview”. This view was apparently endorsed by the City’s Project
Planner, Ms. DeBusk, who stated because the project is in the City’s “Central Business District”,
the lack of parking is not within the purview of the Architectural Board of Review.
However, Vice-Chair Six disagreed entirely, expressing his opinion that the ABR has
both the ability and power to review and comment on the macro-scale of the design, and that the
ABR “cannot simply sit here and allow the maximum development by ordinance”. Board
Member Anderson took a similarly expansive (and correct) view of the ABR’s role in reviewing
and approving projects on a macro-scale. Finally, Board Member Olsen expressed a significant
concern about the cumulative impact of these proposed AUD projects, and asked that at a City
Council level “[s]omebody has to tell us how to differentiate and address compatibility findings”
for projects of this nature.

831 STATE STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 93101-3227
TEL (805) 564-2444

FAX (805) 965-5950

WWELKOM@CAPPELLONOEL.COM
WWW.CAPPELLONOEL.COM

July 12, 2022
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This issue is more than simple disagreement over architectural features and appearance—
it demonstrates a fundamental confusion and conflict among ABR members regarding the ABR’s
scope of review—the very purpose of the ABR. This issue affects every project that must be
considered, including the public’s ability to challenge those projects. The City must urgently
provide clarification so the ABR, project planners, and the public at large, can better understand
the City’s direction regarding these mammoth AUD projects.
Finally, while it is frankly astonishing that the ABR (or based on Ms. DeBusk’s
comments, even the Planning Commission) is precluded from considering the lack of parking,
the project density, or the cumulative impact of proposed AUD projects on City neighborhoods,
we also take this opportunity to raise our concerns about the pipeline of AUD projects planned
for the Haley corridor, and the likely significant adverse impacts posed by those projects.
The 425 Santa Barbara Street project proposes nineteen (19) units, of which two are
designated as “very low income”. Despite the hope that Santa Barbara and California will
operate as a car-free utopia, the reality is that Californians still need cars; the market-rate
apartments will attract tenants with the financial means to purchase cars; those tenants will
already own and/or purchase at least one vehicle per tenant, and the associated parking needs
will put considerable pressure on an already congested neighborhood. Similarly, just a block
away at 425 Garden Street, there is a project in the works which proposes thirty-three (33)
apartmens, two of which are moderate-income and five low-income, again with no on-site
parking. These majority market-rate apartments will inevitably attract tenants who likely own or
will purchase from one to two vehicles per apartment. Those tenants will have nowhere to park
but on the surrounding streets, which will contribute significantly to neighborhood congestion.
Similarly, if project density, project height or setbacks are also not within the ABR or
Planning Commission’s purview, there is little for either body to address other than comment on
cosmetic items such as paint color, or railing style, all while the most impactful characteristics
such as massing and overall visual impact are forced to pass without comment.
These are just two projects—yet if Chair Moore and Ms. DeBusk are correct, every single
parcel in the Priority Housing Overlay is permitted to build out a four-story, 48’ high multi-unit
apartment building from lot-line to lot-line, with zero parking, yet the ABR and Planning
Commission cannot even consider the impact of these developments on the surrounding
neighborhood, or request design modifications to mitigate the impact. That cannot be true, and
would eviscerate the ABR and Planning Commission’s ability to protect the neighborhood
character and impact of developments on neighboring properties.
Given the above, we respectfully request the Planning Commission consider this issue
and take appropriate action, including but not limited to issuing formal guidance to the ABR and
public regarding the scope of review for AUD projects in the Priority Housing Overlay.
Regards,

CAPPELLO & NOËL LLP
A. Barry Cappello

Public Comment #16
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

John Douglas
Community Development PC Secretary
Stanley Tzankov; Frank Rodriguez; Wendy Santamaria
Please support Housing Element Update with truly affordable housing
Wednesday, July 13, 2022 1:32:04 PM

You don't often get email from jed805@gmail.com. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

Community Development Planning Commission:
Please support a Housing Element Update that includes the creation of
adequate amounts of housing that's truly affordable without causing
displacement. Don't force people who work here for the city, county and
private businesses to spend significant portions of their lives commuting
back and forth from points north and south, missing out on critical family
activities like their kids' after school sports competitions, performing arts
and other after-school activities. Please take bold action to ensure that
people who work in Santa Barbara can afford to live in Santa Barbara.
Thanks for considering my views.
John E. Douglas
Santa Barbara
-John Enrico Douglas
(805) 284-2082
jed805@gmail.com
www.JohnEDouglas.com

Public Comment #17
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Daisy Beamon
rowse@santabarbaraca.gov
Kristen Sneddon; Oscar Gutierrez; Mike Jordan; Meagan Harmon; Eric Friedman; Community Development PC
Secretary; Alejandra Gutierrez
I Urge Your Support for Housing Element Update for Adequate Affordable Housing
Wednesday, July 13, 2022 2:41:20 PM

You don't often get email from msb2827@aol.com. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL
Dear Planning Commission & City Council,
I am writing to urge your support for a Housing Element Update that includes the construction of
adequate amounts of truly affordable housing without causing displacement.
Thank you in advance for your consideration.
Warmly,
Daisy Beamon
Santa Barbara resident

